Mapping the landscape of quantum
field theories
Quantum field theory is the theory that combines Einstein's theory of special relativity
with quantum mechanics. It describes the physics of relativistic elementary particles, and
underlies all known physical laws. This talk will describe recent progress toward the
program of classifying and solving all possible quantum field theories. The program is
based on the idea (originated by Ken Wilson) that quantum field theories are associated
with renormalization group flows between conformally invariant quantum field theories
(CFTs). Such theories are invariant under scale transformations and so-called special
conformal transformations, in addition to the familiar Lorentz transformations of special
relativity. This additional symmetry leads to a very rigid structure that makes it possible
to study CFTs using purely algebraic techniques that do not depend on a weakly-coupled
limit or a Lagrangian formulation. This talk will review this program for non-experts, and
discuss some of the recent progress in the field.
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